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Measurement range test of the strain sensor
. Measurement range test of the CNT array double helices strain sensor. Expansion process is shown with red curve. The strain sensor start to lose conductivity at around 330% strain, as resistance increases sharply. Blue dots indicates the shrinkage process. Even at this condition the strain sensor is able to reverse to its initial state, which shows decent stability. To understand the mechanism of our sensors more clearly, a model based on finite difference method has been made for the sensors. The CNTADH film can be treated as randomly distributed clusters of CNTADH bundle, simulated by randomly placed conductive circular flake. To simulate the film crack, a random net is created, and the flakes move along the nearest net. Using a constant potential, resistance is calculated by R=V/I, where R is resistance, V is potential, I is current. Based on Ohm's Law:
Different samples and their test results
Where J is current density, σ is electrical conductivity, E is electrical field, resistance can be calculated by finite difference method. The conductivity map at different strain is generated, shown in Figure S5a . Conductivity is proportional to the number of layers of CNT cluster. When strain is applied, the overlap area decreases and crack forms, hence the resistance increases. Figure S5b shows the potential map of the sensor, as strain increases, the electrical field decreases, which lead to smaller current and larger resistance. Simulated results and the experiment results are shown in Figure S5c .
Other side effects may cause the inflection point in the experiment results. One possible mechanism is the reposition of the CNTADH clusters. This is caused by the nonuniform deformation of the sensor caused by the set up. In an ideal situation, the strain sensor is stretched uniformly. However in the test set up, a clap structure is stick to the side of the strain sensor. When stretching, tension is applied to the side of the strain sensor, causing a necking effect ( Figure S6a ). This effect may lead to the result that the resistance of real device is larger than the ideal situation. A simple example is used to show this effect ( Figure S6b ). The vertical cross section of effective part of the strain sensor is shown, although real condition is much more complex, this example can be used to explain why the necking of the sensor can cause the reposition of CNTADH and hence lead to resistance change from ideal condition. Assume the initial state is shown in the left in Figure S6b . When stretching, a simple model is shown in the right in Figure S6b . It is worth mentioning cross section of real device has a more complex shape. Since the thickness of the device is smaller than the width, necking in horizontal can be neglected. The area of the two cross section is the same:
The CNTADH film is on top of the device, assume its initial thickness is t, width is w and length is l. The initial resistance of the device is: ρ ρ is the resistivity of thin film.
Resistance of the stretched state can also be calculated:
∫ ρ ℎ * * * ℎ′ 
